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Welcome Kathleen Albee and Congratulations!
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ECA
Bringing together breeders, fiber artists and others interested
in these charming animals and the luxurious fiber they grow

2010 ECA Annual Meeting
Caroline County VA
28 September 2010

F

ollowing a presentation on cashmere fiber from 2010 Show Judge
Mickey Nielsen of Yakima WA, President Wendy Pieh opened the meeting at 5:10pm in the Goat & Swine
Building at the State Fair of Virginia. During introductions of the group, Beth & Leigh Ann Creamer
counted mailed ballots. Quorum was established by
the president.
Jane McKinney moved to approve the Secretary’s
Minutes of the 2009 ECA Annual Meeting as emailed.
Jimmy Perry seconded. Motion carried. Jimmy Perry
moved to accept the Treasurer’s Report as submitted.
Jane McKinney seconded. Motion carried.
Appreciation was expressed to Anne Repaske for
her efforts with Hoofprints. The email version has
been well-regarded.
Under Old Business, Wendy Pieh encouraged
promotion of membership, especially at local fiber
festivals. Membership applications can be made available for those attending fiber events. Louise Scott
discussed the important value of membership by being listed on the ECA website and by connecting with
other producers. It was emphasized that this underscores the importance of keeping the website current. Shirley Richardson will be working to update
the website, with assistance from Wendy Pieh. It was
reiterated that the membership authorized $2500 toward website improvements in 2009. Louise Scott
moved to have the website updated by 1 November
2010. Melissa Paulson seconded.
Paul Johnson of the NWCA joined in on part of
the spring Board of Directors conference call and indicated that their organization would like to collaborate with ECA for educational items relative to the
world of cashmere goats.
Under New Business, Wendy Pieh updated the
membership on the decision to move a cashmere goat
show from Rhinebeck’s Fiber Festival to Vermont’s
Fiber Festival. Jane McKinney reported that the
continued on page 26
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Virginia State Fair Presentation
on Harvesting Fiber
given by Mickey Nielsen, Liberty Farm Cashmere
libertyfarmcashmeregoats.blogspot.com

A

fter two years of research and
convincing my husband we started
our cashmere herd with five does
and what we soon learned was a lot
of miss-information. But one truth
I did learn early on was; it cost just the same to
feed a poor quality goat as a high quality goat.
Since that time one of my goals has been to
help others as they maneuver into the Cashmere
goat industry here in the United States. You will
find that I have compiled bits and pieces of information from many sources which are listed
at the end of this article Please do refer to the
sources as their full content is worth reading by
any one serious in producing cashmere.
In this article you will find information to
help you with Cashmere Management, Skirting
and Sorting Cashmere and Meeting Cashmere
Processing Requirements.

Cashmere Management
Pre Harvest

The important variable fiber properties are:
• fineness (fiber diameter)
• hairiness (medullation)
• fiber length
• fiber strength
• color fault(s)
As a general rule:
• Better cashmere fiber is produced from a
dense-fleeced animal, which also produces
more cashmere weight.

• The finer the fiber the lower the production, and the coarser the fiber the greater the
weight.
• The coarser the fiber the lower the price, and
the finer the fiber the higher the price (but
generally only down to fiber diameter of 15.5
microns)
“Down Growth Rate” and Down Average Fiber Diameter are independently inherited traits
that do not seem to be correlated in any way.
Animals with a common genetic history and
run in the same environment will have similarities. This is important as the bulk of the clip will
be similar and require less separation.
Uniformity in your herd is important to the
uniformity of the end product. The best way to
increase uniformity is to reduce the average micron count. A finer fleece has less standard deviation.
It is imperative that you keep your goats lice
free, in good health, and fairly clean to grow a
fleece that is of value.
Often if the contamination is limited it will
not show up after machine processing, but if
the contamination is bad the processor will not
accept it. Fiber artist require no dander or contamination.
A fleece with breaking points from ill health
has no value because it breaks as you process it,
this causes fibers shorter than 1 ¼ inch. Fibers
that are less than 1 ¼ inches long cannot be processed properly and will cause noils in your final
product.
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Tensile strength

The tensile strength of a material is the
maximum amount of tensile stress that can be
applied to it before it ceases to be elastic.
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of
a material is the force per unit area at which it
breaks in two. Tensile Strength - The ability of
fabric or yarn to resist breaking by tension.
It is cost effective to pay attention to the mineral needs and parasite control of your goats. Allowing these things to ruin your fleece cost you
time and income.
Dander in cashmere goats can be corrected
with the correct mineral mix. The correct mineral mix can improve your yield and overall quality of your clip. Fiber yield is affected by nutrition, season and animal health.
AVERAGE YIELD PERCENTAGES

Shorn average yield 25%
Combed average yield 65%
The Harvest

Plan to harvest on days that are dry and your
goats are dry. A fleece that is wet or damp from
snow or rain is very difficult to harvest and does
not store well. Depending on where you live you
may have to shut them up for a day or two to

keep them dry before harvesting.
Draft your goats into handling pens noticing which goats look like their coats are lifting.
These goats are the goats you want to harvest
first.
This is a great time to also get a good look
at the condition of your goats and to give any
needed boosters or parasite control.
Consider how long your goats will be penned
up and if they require shade, food and water.
Also notice the conditions you will be working
in and what your requirements will be.

Fleece Sample

Always evaluate the manner in which the fiber grows on each animal to compare uniformity
and fineness grade.
Do this by pulling a pinch from a minimum
of three areas the neck, side and rump, and compare them. Stay consistent in where you pinch
on each animal you are evaluating.
Decide if you want the neck with your premium fleece. If not harvest it last or not at all, if
you harvest it and it is coarser place it in a bag
just for neck fiber.
Remember uniformity of fleece is a high priority. A uniform fleece helps to make a uniform
clip with less sorting for you.
Also take note of vegetation in fleece and long
guardhair. Decide what needs to be removed
from the clip and if the clip needs to be sorted
into different grades.
Record Keeping

Before you begin to harvest take any samples
you may need for testing and perform any farm
evaluations you desire.
A picture is also a great idea. It is important
to keep records on your harvest so you can keep
improving your clip. Have each goat’s records
and record all information gathered. Do not assume you will remember.
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The Untangler® Rake
http://www.jefferspet.com/the-untangler-rake/
p/56-N3/cn/1101418/

If the above link comes up as an error, go to:
jefferspet.com and click on DOG; Grooming;
Undercoat Rakes, The Untangler® Rake. The extralong, stainless steel teeth rotate 360° to roll out
tangles quickly and painlessly, while collecting
loose hair. Designed to handle tough manes and
tails. Its patented, rotating teeth and comfort-grip
handle virtually eliminate tangles. 5½” L

Record:
• fineness (fiber diameter)
• hairiness (medullation)
• fiber length
• fiber strength
• color
• fault(s)
• the method of harvest
• uniformity
• any other trait that you desire.

Combing

Watch for your goat to begin shedding, you
will notice a slight lift happening under the
guardhair. You will need an undercoat rake to
comb out the cashmere.
The average person can comb about five goats
a day.
Begin combing; it may take 5-6 passes to align
the fiber and for it to start to release on to your
rake.
It is best to clean off the brush after each
stroke to avoid matting the fiber.
Sometimes it becomes a real challenge as you
are combing to get the cashmere to not stick
to your hands, the comb, and anything else it
touches because of the static. A spray bottle is
helpful to give a light mist to the rake.
Plastic grocery bags make a great bag to comb
into. Label them with the goat’s information and
the date, tie them to the panel or fence where
you are working and place the fiber in them as
you go. Then they easily tie up to be transported.
Shearing

Pre-Harvest Brushing

A long tooth pin brush used to groom dogs is
of great help at harvest time. Use this brush to
first comb out the tangles and as much vegetation as you can.

It is recommended that you shear your goats
from youngest to oldest and white to dark. This
helps to ensure two things:
• Shearing your younger goats first helps avoid
accidently spreading any illness or disease
that your older goats may have.
• White to dark fiber keeps your white line of
fiber pure from dark hairs.
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Do not trim the goats hoofs at the same time
you shear to avoid picking up hoof trimmings in
your fleece; the processors do not like this!
You may not see the importance of these precautions right away but as you do more you will
see the wisdom in these steps.
Timing is also important when shearing your
goats. Ideally you want to shear just before they
start to shed. This avoids losing any fiber to
shedding and lessens the occurrence of matting.
If you are planning to raise goats to shear you
have to think of your yield/production and breed
for goats with shorter guard hair.
Shearing your goats also requires a stanchion,
and a quality power shear with a 20 tooth goat
comb.
Blades require a more precise “edge” to cut
fine fiber, so you must keep your blades sharp,
expect them to need frequent sharpening and
keep them oiled as often as every 2 minutes while
shearing.
Shearing requires you to be ambidextrous;
you will shear the right side of the goat with
your right hand and the left side of the goat with
your left hand.
Start shearing with the top line first. Begin
at the top of the tail head and shear towards the
neck. If the top line is full of vegetation shear
it off and throw it away. You don’t want this in
with the rest of your fleece.
Next return the shears to the tail head and
shear horizontally from tail to head, tipping
the blade down to follow the curve of the goat’s
body.
You want to avoid second cuts. Second cut is a
term used to describe when you cut a portion of
the fleece twice, thus cutting it in half.
Continue shearing down the side of the goat
in this fashion until all the fleece is off on this
side, gather it up and place in it in a bag. If the
lower front leg fiber is short don’t put it in with
your premium fleece.
Repeat on the other side of the goat using
your other hand to shear horizontally from tail
to head.
Areas on the goat to watch to avoid nicking
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the goat are; the breech area, and just behind the
front legs in the arm pit area.
Stretching out the goat’s body while shearing
is helpful in avoiding nicks.
Shearing up the back of the hind legs must be
done with care, goats have a major artery in the
back leg. You do not want to nick this.
Shearing vertically down the side of the goat
should be avoided because of the greater chance
of nasty nicks.
Nicks happen on the edge of your cutter.
After I have sheared off the fleece I want to
keep I than go back and do a clean up around the
goats rear, or any other ugly spots that I will not
want to look at for the next three months in the
pasture.*

Skirting and Sorting Cashmere

Skirting

Objectives of Skirting
• removing fiber that may down grade your
end product while maintaining a high percentage of yield.
• eliminating contamination of the clip by removing stained and pigmented fibers and by
keeping out all foreign material.
Skirting the fleece can happen while you shear
or after you shear.
Skirting must be done while you comb as trying to remove lesser quality fiber after you comb
is more difficult.

To skirt while you shear, decide which areas
of the fleece you will not be keeping in the clip
and toss these areas aside as you shear.
Some cashmere goats grow coarser fiber on
their necks. It is general sheep-classing practice
in the fine wool industry to class sheep on the
back at a position that corresponds exactly to
the Withers Mane. The accepted wisdom is that
“good wool” at this point is “good wool” all over
the body.
The fiber on the underside of the belly, and
lower front and hind legs tends to be shorter and
coarser.
The premium fleece is from the shoulders
down the side of the goat to its rump.
You will not keep
areas that have heavy
vegetation (top line or
neck), shorter than 1
¼ inches, heavy stains,
excessive guard hair to
down ratio, matted or
dung filled fiber.

Sorting Into Lines

Objective of Sorting
• producing as few lines as possible from the
clip, while maintaining an appropriate degree of uniformity within each line:
The important variable fiber properties are.
• fineness (fiber diameter)
• hairiness (medullation)
• fiber length
• fiber strength
• color
• fault(s)1
“The aim of preparing animal fiber for processing is therefore to
present lines that have
acceptable uniformity
of fineness, hairiness,
length, strength, color
and fault.”

Fineness/Fiber
diam• Contamination
eter
consists of manmade
articles,
Soft garments which
packaging
macan
be worn next to the
terials and other
Electron Micrograph - Cashmere fiber (magnification
skin are most expensive.
items which may
x1100). Fibers are left to right 13.5um, 17.5um, 17.5um.
Cashmere fiber diPhoto by R. Couchman
find their way into
ameter is difficult to asthe fiber before or
sess accurately with the
during harvesting.
naked
eye,
and
objective
testing must be used.
• Contamination is a very serious issue facing
all animal fiber industries. It is essential that
all stages of fiber harvesting, preparation and Desirable Average Fiber Diameter
packaging contamination by foreign articles
1st year fleece
14.5 AFD or Lower
does not occur.
2nd
		
15.0 AFD or Lower
• No animal fiber should be shorn and pressed
3rd 			
15.5 AFD or Lower
wet. This will cause the fiber to rapidly dete4th
			
16.0 AFD or Lower
riorate in quality.
5th 			
16.5 AFD or Lower
6th 			
17.0 AFD or Lower
7th 			
17.5 AFD or Lower
8th 			
18.0 AFD or Lower
9th 			
18.5 AFD or Lower
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Hairiness

Fleece with “intermediate” fibers, essentially
fine guard hairs cannot be properly dehaired and
so reduces commercial value. These bloodlines
need to be removed from the Cashmere breeding circles.
Testing for curvature does not cost more but
you may need to request that information.

Double Drum Separator

Color
Fiber length

Increased length increases the manufacturers’
ability to spin finer and stronger yarns for weaving.
• Minimum average cashmere length 1 ¼
inches is required.
• Maximum length is not really determined,
but 2 inches is ideal.
Fleece with variable lengths is not desirable
because of the results while spinning. Yarns spun
with variable lengths of fiber tend to pill more
and not retain their integrity.

Fleece should be classed for color as:
• White: white down with white guard hair
only
• White and Colored Guard Hair: no pigmented down fibers
• Light Gray
• Brown: all pigmented down fibers.
White is quoted at about twice the price of
brown, with light gray midway between on the
commercial market.

Strength

Cashmere in various colors

Single Drum Separator

Cashmere under 15.5 AFD may have questionable tensile strength. Therefore it is important to keep your kid fleece lines separate for
processing. Fleece with stress breaks, and weathered tips exhibit poor tensile strength.
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Meeting Processing Requirements

Before you harvest your cashmere it is important to understand the mechanical processing of
cashmere. Because the Cashmere goat has a dual
coat (guard hair and down) it must be placed
through a separator/dehairer.

This separator/dehairer works by centrifugal
force. As it spins around the heavier weight guard
hair is thrown down to the under bins and the
lighter cashmere fiber
continues to travel to
the end of the processer.
When the guard
hair is too long and
fine it holds tight to
the spinning drums
and is not thrown
down. Then the processing must stop
to clean all the long
guard hair from the
drums as no other fiber can be processed
until it is removed.
This causes time loss and added cost to you
the client. At times the guard hair cannot be
completely removed from the clip; if it is too
long or too fine then processing has to stop.
The scoured cashmere is placed through the
double drum separator a minimum of five times
and it takes a minimum of six hours for each
pound of cashmere.
What causes your fleece to travel through
that separator more than the minimum is what
you need to know about. Because the more times
your fleece has to go through the separator the
more potential damage happens to your delicate
cashmere.
The list of quality inhibitors
looks like this:

Too much guard hair, too long of guard hair,
too fine of guard hair, matted down, short down,
inconsistent length of down, weathered tips,
vegetation contamination, and mixed grades.
Too much guard hair: this can be something
that you need to correct in your breeding. As in
some goats have high density of down and some
have low density of down in relation to the guard
hair. If you want to improve your yield improve

your density first.
The other reason you may have too much
guard hair is the failure to skirt your shorn fleece
before sending it into
the processor.
Many cashmere
goats have excessive
guard hair on the
breech area taking a
close look at this area
before including it in
your line can improving your end product.
Too long of
guard hair: this too
can be changed with
your breeding program. Any guard hair
more than an inch longer than the down is too
much. This can also be changed in the shearing shed by doing a double shear. Double shear
means cutting off all the excessively long guard
hair before you shear off the complete fleece.
Skirting your fleece after you shear to eliminate the long guard hair is another option, but
this is very time consuming and for most producers it just doesn’t happen. This is done by
spreading the fleece out and pulling all the long
guard hairs out of the shorn fleece.
Too fine of guard hair: can only be corrected through breeding. This is a really nasty
problem to deal with because the dehairer cannot remove guard hair that is of the same micron
as your down. You want the guard hair to be two
to three times the micron of down.
Matted down: it is important to harvest your
cashmere goats before they start to shed when
shearing and soon after they start to shed when
combing or the down becomes trapped in the
guard hair and if not removed quickly it becomes
matted.
Some goats will shed their short summer fiber,
this is common in kids. This must be removed or
it will matt up on the ends and cause dehairing
problems.
continued on page 23
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Report on the State Fair of Virginia 2010
Jane McKinney, Show Superintendent

W

hile a hurricane threatened the
coast of Florida we gathered in
Richmond, VA for the Annual
ECA Goat Show at the State Fair.
This marks the second year in our
new location at the Meadows and we continue
to enjoy our “new digs”. We had 79 entries in
the Open Goat Show and 80 entries in the fleece
competition. It was fun to welcome a new participant in the show from North Carolina, Kathleen Albee. She brought both does and bucks as
well as a nice display featuring her farm.
Our judge, Mickey Nielsen went right to work
along with our Fleece Secretary, Beth Creamer
and her assistant, Liz Pack sorting through the
fleeces and determining the winners. Congrats
are due to our neighbors to the North in Canada for a fine representation of their fleeces! We
are sad to have Beth retiring from her duties but
look forward to her participation in next year’s
show by bringing her goats! She was accompanied by her daughter who assisted her Mom well
and is pictured below in front of a new banner
that they made for the show. Many thanks Beth
for all you have done to advance the speed and
efficiency of our fleece competition. You will be
sorely missed! She will be replaced by Liz Pack
who assisted her this year and we look forward to
a seamless transition for next year’s competition!
Welcome aboard!
Despite some rain, we were off to a good start
and Mickey delivered a wonderful power point
talk on Harvesting Fiber. She went through the
practical do’s and don’t of relieving our goats of
their luxurious fleeces. It was most informative
and useful as we prepare to do it all over again
this winter.
Our open goat show went off without a hitch
thanks to the wonderful, and informative commentary provided by our able show secretary,
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Katherine Harrison. As the public watched the
show she kept everyone entertained by fun and
unusual facts that you have always wanted to
know about the world of cashmere goats. There
were entries in every class and top honors were
awarded to Spring Gate Farm for both their
Does and Bucks as they swept Grand and Reserve Grand Champion. While I don’t have as
long an institutional memory as others in the
ECA I think that may be a first!
When all was said and done it was a fun time
had by all and we look forward to next year when
our ECA President , Wendy Pieh will return to
judge the Show for her first time! While she has
been a steady help to all the judges in the past
few years we are delighted that she has accepted
the task of judging our show next year!
Attached are the results from the Open Cashmere Goat Show as well as the Fleece Competition. It is our hope that we can continue to attract
more participation in the Show and encourage
breeders to tell their customers about the show.
It is a fabulous opportunity to spread the word
about this wonderful breed! Have a warm and
safe winter!

2010 VA State Fair
Open Cashmere Fleece Competition

Placement

Division

Class & Class Description

Name

Exhibitor

MEXPBC 00272 - Mike

Louise Scott

1 entry for Bucks Fourth through Seventh Fleece
1st

Shorn

1017 - Bucks Fourth through Seventh Fleece

10 entries for Buck Kid Fleece
1st

Combed

1024 - Buck Kid Fleece

STC Newman

Wendy Pieh

2nd

Combed

1024 - Buck Kid Fleece

BLF Bo

Yvonne Taylor

3rd

Combed

1024 - Buck Kid Fleece

BSF Jumping Jack

Yvonne Taylor

4th

Combed

1024 - Buck Kid Fleece

08220-0028 - Azur

Louise Scott

5th

Combed

1024 - Buck Kid Fleece

0631 - Fraser

Jane H. McKinney

6th

Combed

1024 - Buck Kid Fleece

5048 - Elmo

Jane H. McKinney

14 entries for Bucks Second, Third Fleece
1st (GrCh)

Combed

1025 - Bucks Second, Third Fleece

BLF Duke

Becky Bemus

2nd

Combed

1025 - Bucks Second, Third Fleece

BLF Castano

Yvonne Taylor

3rd

Combed

1025 - Bucks Second, Third Fleece

TFC Cairn

Yvonne Taylor

4th

Combed

1025 - Bucks Second, Third Fleece

STC Jacoby

Yvonne Taylor

5th

Combed

1025 - Bucks Second, Third Fleece

5033 - Dakota

Denise Trumpore

6th

Combed

1025 - Bucks Second, Third Fleece

0588 - Castor

Jane H. McKinney

4 entries for Bucks Fourth through Seventh Fleece
1st (RGC)

Combed

1026 - Bucks Fourth through Seventh Fleece

SHF 4-05 - Highlander

Helene Adolphson

2nd

Combed

1026 - Bucks Fourth through Seventh Fleece

BLF Leif

Yvonne Taylor

3rd

Combed

1026 - Bucks Fourth through Seventh Fleece

SHF-8-06 - Iman

Helene Adolphson

4th

Combed

1026 - Bucks Fourth through Seventh Fleece

KTD Chris

Yvonne Taylor

2 entries for Weathers
1st (RGC)

Combed

1028 - Weathers

CWF CB 05 Dakota

Melissa Paulson

2nd

Combed

1028 - Weathers

W122 - Willis

Denise Trumpore
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Placement

Division

Class & Class Description

Name

Exhibitor

9 entries for Doe Kid Fleece
1st

Combed

1029 - Doe Kid Fleece

STC Francesca

Wendy Pieh

2nd

Combed

1029 - Doe Kid Fleece

STC Reilly Rose

Wendy Pieh

3rd

Combed

1029 - Doe Kid Fleece

SF Z4 - Minstrel

Anne Repaske

4th

Combed

1029 - Doe Kid Fleece

0640 - Calire

Jane H. McKinney

5th

Combed

1029 - Doe Kid Fleece

STC Moxie

Wendy Pieh

6th

Combed

1029 - Doe Kid Fleece

0619 - Amelia

Jane H. McKinney

13 entries for Does Second, Third Fleece
1st

Combed

1030 - Does Second, Third Fleece

RWF Camilla

Becky Bemus

2nd

Combed

1030 - Does Second, Third Fleece

STC Susan

Wendy Pieh

3rd

Combed

1030 - Does Second, Third Fleece

39-08 - Katrina

Helene Adolphson

4th

Combed

1030 - Does Second, Third Fleece

0586 - Starling

Jane H. McKinney

5th

Combed

1030 - Does Second, Third Fleece

RWF Daramascotta

Becky Bemus

6th

Combed

1030 - Does Second, Third Fleece

CWF CC 09 - Tinker

Melissa Paulson

20 entries for Does Fourth Through Seventh Fleece
1st (GrCh)

Combed

1031 - Does Fourth Through Seventh Fleece

SHF 43 - Flutter

Helene Adolphson

2nd

Combed

1031 - Does Fourth Through Seventh Fleece

BT

Becky Bemus

3rd

Combed

1031 - Does Fourth Through Seventh Fleece

RSC Giselle

Becky Bemus

4th

Combed

1031 - Does Fourth Through Seventh Fleece

SHF 52 - Heather

Helene Adolphson

5th

Combed

1031 - Does Fourth Through Seventh Fleece

STC Vivian

Wendy Pieh

6th

Combed

1031 - Does Fourth Through Seventh Fleece

SF T4 - Caprice

Anne Repaske

7 entries for Does Eighth and Later Fleece - Senior
1st (RGC)

Combed

1032 - Does Eighth and Later Fleece - Senior

SHF 31 - Ebony

Helene Adolphson

2nd

Combed

1032 - Does Eighth and Later Fleece - Senior

SHF 28 - Eve

Helene Adolphson

3rd

Combed

1032 - Does Eighth and Later Fleece - Senior

STC Starlight

Wendy Pieh

4th

Combed

1032 - Does Eighth and Later Fleece - Senior

STC Viola

Wendy Pieh

5th

Combed

1032 - Does Eighth and Later Fleece - Senior

SFS2 - Cary

Anne Repaske

6th

Combed

1032 - Does Eighth and Later Fleece - Senior

SHF 15 - Bjoux

Helene Adolphson

Abbreviations
GrCh – Grand Champion
RGC – Reserved Grand Champion
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2010 ECA Cashmere Goat Show Results
State Fair of Virginia
Class 1: Does born in the year 2010
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Melissa Paulson, Ireland
Jane McKinney, 0689-Bella
Jane McKinney, 0675-Honey
Melissa Paulson, Malta
Kathleen Albee, 1012-Asia
Jane McKinney, 0690-Midnight

Class 2: Does born in the year 2009
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jane McKinney, 0615-Cecile
Jane McKinney, 0637-Sally
Lisa Vailes, SBF-Mia
Jane McKinney, 0629-Gracie
Lisa Vailes, SBF-Meg
Melissa Paulson, Sassafras

Class 3: Does born in the year 2008
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jane McKinney, 0586-Starling
Melissa Paulson, Venus
Jane McKinney, 0580-Oberon
Lisa Vailes, SBF-Mongo
Lisa Vailes, SBF-Margaret
Lisa Vailes, SBF-Tate

Class 4: Does born in the year 2007
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Melissa Paulson, Blondie
Lisa Vailes, SBF-Gwen
Melissa Paulson, Esmeralda
Jane McKinney, 0550-Alberta
Jane McKinney, 0552-Ninaver
Jane McKinney, 0648-Diana

Class 5: Does born in the year 2006 or earlier
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jane McKinney, 0009-Violet
Jane McKinney, 0605-Pachebel
Jane McKinney, 0509
Melissa Paulson, Concertina
Melissa Paulson, Alabama
Lisa Vailes, SBF-Melanie

Grand Champion: Jane McKinney, 0009-Violet
Reserve Champion: Jane McKinney, 0605-Pachebel

Class 6: Dam & Daughter
1.
2.
3.
4.

Melissa Paulson, Concertina & Esmeralda
Jane McKinney, Crocus & Honey
Kathleen Albee, Claire & Asia
Lisa Vailes, Gwen & Paige

Class 7: Get of Sire

1. Lisa Vailes, SBF-Quinton
2. Jane McKinney, Dante
3. Kathleen Albee, Tumeric

Class 9: Bucks born in the year 2010
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Melissa Paulson, Portugal
Jane McKinney, Amador
Jane McKinney, Attila
Kathleen Albee, Amos
Jane McKinney, Aksel

Class 10: Bucks born in the year 2009
1.
2.
3.
4.

Jane McKinney, Ethan
Jane McKinney, Linus
Melissa Paulson, Hickory
Jane McKinney, Gaston

Class 11: Bucks born in the year 2008
1. Jane McKinney, Dante
2. Jane McKinney, Castor
3. Jane McKinney, Titus

Class 14: Get of Sire

1. Chuck & Jane McKinney, Dante
2. Louise Scott, Grover

Grand Champion Buck: Jane McKinney, Dante
Reserve Champion Buck: Jane McKinney, Ethan

Also!
Spring Gate Farm also placed: Grand
Champion Doe Violet and Reserve
Champion Doe Pachelbel. This is a First!
Congratulations, Jane McKinney!
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at the
Virginia Goat Show

Images, from top to bottom: Beth and Leanne;
Show Secretary Katherine Harrison and Fleece
Secretary, Beth Creamer
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Images, from top left, clockwise: Kathleen Albee; Mickey Nielsen;
Mickey Nielson Judging Fleeces; The Fleece Show sign!
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at the
Virginia Fleece Show

Images, from top to bottom: Lining up the winners;
Ibid.
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Autumn shows
in the Northeast

T

his October, ECA moved its
annual Northern show from the
NYS Sheep & Wool Festival in
Rhinebeck to the VT Sheep &
Wool Festival in Tunbridge, VT.
By all accounts, the move was a smashing success. Fifty goats were entered into competition,
including a record number of bucks. Members
came from Canada, Virginia, Maine, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York,
New Hampshire, and Vermont to admire one
another’s goats, share news and ideas, and learn
from judge Wendy Pieh and her assistant, M
Warryn.
Thanks to months of preparation and planning by Shirley Richardson, the weekend in a
new location came off without a hitch. The festival organizers welcomed us with open arms,
and we had ample space in a barn to ourselves.
Even the weather cooperated, providing us with
two glorious autumn days. The VT festival is
much smaller than the festival at Rhinebeck,
resulting in a more relaxed atmosphere. There
were still plenty of vendors selling fiber and yarn
and finished goods, and Pygora goats, Angora
goats, Angora rabbits, alpacas, and sheep were
on hand.
On Saturday Wendy and M closeted themselves (with a few observers) in a rented RV to
evaluate all of the fleeces. In the afternoon, they
went from pen to pen evaluating the conformation of each goat, as a scribe recorded their observations and a small group of onlookers listened
and asked questions. Wendy explained that the
most recent standard has replaced the categories referring to size with a quality called “body
balance”. Thus a goat whose body is in perfect

proportion might outrank the bigger goat in
the next pen. Numeric scores were assigned to
each individual category, but Wendy noted that
we no longer sum the scores when comparing
the goats in the show ring. The scores provide
owners with details on each of their goats, but
the relative weight of the categories is left to the
discretion of the judge.
With all of the fleece and conformation evaluations documented in advance, the public show
on Sunday moved along quickly and held the
interest of our audience. Of course, the antics
of the rambunctious goats and the creative efforts of the handlers trying to coax the goats into
walking or standing like show goats probably
captured their attention as well. Wendy introduced each goat to the audience, summarizing
its qualities and observing its movements in the
ring before making a decision on the placements
in each class.
Top honors in the buck show went to Yvonne
Taylor’s Castano, with her Bo taking second
place. In the doe show, Bailey and Eve from
Tannery Farm Cashmeres took first and second
place.
ECA still had a presence at the NYS Sheep
& Wool Festival, albeit a much smaller one.
Wendy, Andrea, and M ran a very popular booth
full of cashmere goods and kits, and a couple of
pens in the llama and alpaca barn were occupied
by cashmere goats and an educational display.
The llama/alpaca barn is very close to the main
festival entrance, so a constant stream of visitors
passed by, admiring the goats, taking pictures,
and often remarking upon the prominent “Cashmere comes only from goats!” sign.
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RESULTS OF THE CASHMERE GOAT SHOW
Wendy Pieh, Judge
at the Vermont Sheep & Goat Festival, Tunbridge, Vermont, October 3, 2010

m

s

Bucks

Does

ashmere Farms
Bucks Born in 2010 (out of 2)
1. HPF Nathaniel, owner Pam Haendle
2. CSM Moto Tooneka, owner Sister Mary Elizabeth

States it is obvious that cashmere production in America
main motivation in coming to the US in 1992 was to take
Bucks Born
in 2009 (out
of 7) process and
vels of cashmere
value-adding
- grading,
Results
1.
BLF
Bo,
owner
Yvonne
Taylor
by the producer to the retail stage. Those dreams ended
Fleece
Competition
9/30/2008
2. co-op.
PBP 007
(Double
07), that
owners,
Beth
and Scott
mere America
But
it seems
every
cashmere
tunity to have Record
their cashmere dehaired, spun and sent
A great development
that also
brings
newRecord
challenges!
PBP
owners,
Beth
and Scott
3.
COMBED DQ,OES

4. CSM Pulumutsani, owner Sister Mary Eliza-

with some
but now don’t regret getting the
1stskepticism,
Fleece
beth
to return. I would like to thank everyone for their
1st
Blondie
Melissa Paulson
you all again. If all goes to plan, and depending on
Bucks
Born
from
2005
2008
(outstarting
of 5)
2nd
RSC
Joon
Helene
Adophson
in January for grading or shearingtoon
farms;
1.
BLF
Castano,
owner
Yvonne
Taylor
3rd
SBF
Gwen
Lisa
Vailes
ishing on the west coast in the third week of January.
2. east
TFCcoast
Cairn,
Yvonne Taylor
my trip to the
in owner
October.

3. KTD Chris, owner Yvonne Taylor
2nd & 3rd Year
4. HPF Lazarus, owner Pam Haendle
SF Dorabut a lack of reliable
Jane McKinney
shmere1st
processing,
independently
2nd
BT
Becky
Bemus
good job. Grand
I mightChampion
suggest the
associations
sponsor a
Buck
3rdlength
BLFand
Beatrice
Yvonne
tested for
yield) to each
of theTaylor
dehairers for
BLF Castano, owner Yvonne Taylor

ed for all to see and the trial could be run annually as new
p others improve. Otherwise growers should ﬁrst test their
4th-7th Year
Champion
ower value Reserve
or ask around
beforeBuck
sending valuable ﬂeeces.

1st BLF
RSC
Helene Adophson
Bo,Gabrielle
owner Yvonne Taylor
2nd RSC Flutter
Helene Adophson
because3rd
people
are
not
treating
goats
annually
or adequately
RSC Ebony
Adophson
WETHERS
(out of 3) Helene

Does Born in 2010 (out of 14)

1. Hannah, owner Maggie Constantine
2. CSM Timba, owner Sister Mary Elizabeth
3. WWF Hibiscus, owner Ann Taylor
C
Wowner
ETHERS
4.OMBED
BLF Ink,
Yvonne Taylor
1st Fleece

Does Born in 2009 (out of 7)

1st
BLFEve,
Carlos
Yvonne Taylor
1. TFC
owner Shirley Richardson
2nd
Brick
Jeanne
Austine
2. CSM
Kunika, owner Sister
Mary Elizabeth
3rd
Dakota
Melissa
3. PBP Xena, owners Beth and ScottPaulson
Record
4. CSM Wezzie, owner Sister Mary Elizabeth

G
RAND
CHAMPION
Cto
OMBED
FLEECE
Does
Born
from 2006
2008 (out
of 6)
1. TFC
Bailey, owner Shirley
Richardson
BPC
Helena
Wes
Ackley
2. TFC Dahlia, owner Shirley Richardson
3. PBP Tipsy, owners Beth and Scott Record
4. TFC Chai, owner Shirley Richardson

Grand Champion Doe
TFC Bailey, owner Shirley Richardson

Reserve Champion Doe

TFC Eve, owner Shirley Richardson

sitors such as
breeding
buck.Maggie
Anyone
who hasn’t treated all
1. a Camp,
owner
Constantine
otherwise they risk early shedding, loss of ﬁbre and cashmere
2. Aesop,
owner Maggie Constantine
8 evenly.
and
Over
carry dye
Goats that have lice will lose and not regain
3. Billy, owner Maggie Constantine
There are
products
willAckley
kill lice on goats.
1stmany
BPC
Helenaavailable that
Wes

2nd
3rd

RSC Bodoccia
RSC BiJouy

SALE

ter Goth
ald Road
Box 203
e 04551

529-5747

arm.com
rm.com

COMBED BUCKS

Helene Adophson
Helene Adophson
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8FUIFSTUSBJOFEUPQBDL
/PSXFHJBO'KPSE)PSTFT

1st Fleece

:WPOOF-BODF5BZMPS

1st
2nd
3rd

Yvonne Taylor
10#PY
Jane
McKinney
8BTIJOHUPO
.BJOF
Jane McKinney


BLF Duke
SGF Hermes
SGF Helios

2nd & 3rd Year

Association
1st 18Eastern
KTD
Chris Cashmere
Yvonne
Taylor
hoofprints
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2nd RWF Beranger
Becky Bemus
3rd RSC
Helene Adophson
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!NNE 2EPASKE
 0ADDYS #OVE ,ANE
3TAR 4ANNERY 6! 
PHONEFAX   
E MAIL CASHMERE SHENTELNET

C

Tannery Farm

ashmeres
Cashmere Goats

at the
Vermont Sheep and
Goat Festival

Images, from top, clockwise: Shirley Richardson with son, Serif
and Grand Champion Doe Bailey; Ann Taylor with friends; Emily
Backels and Reserve Champion Doe Eve
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Images, from top, clockwise: Junior exhibitors and Judge Wendy
Pieh; Checking Fleeces: Lisa Vailes and Judge Mickey Nielsen; Doe
Line-up
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Sister Mary Elizabeth and Yvonne Taylor, Holding Their Winning Bucks
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Images, from top, clockwise: Judge Mickey Nielsen evaluating
goats; Judge Mickey Nielsen and Ring Stewart Wendy Pieh; Fleece
competition sign.
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continued from page 

If you cannot easily pull the mats apart with
your fingers the separator cannot dehair it.
Short down: is generally a breeding problem
and needs to be corrected there. If you have goats
with short down (less than 1.25 inch) it may be
best to comb the down out as this does not cause
any loss of length as shearing does. Short down
may be kicked out of the separator with the guard
hair, and may cause noils.
Inconsistent length of down: is a breeding

issue and a skirting issue. If you have a goat with
major inconsistent lengths of down, separate
out the areas of different lengths into different
lines. Consistency is very important to look at
when considering a goat for breeding.
Weathered Tips: is caused when guard hair
does not cover the down. This must be taken
into account when measuring the length of the
fiber, and placing it into a processing line as
these tips will become noils and may cause processing problems.
Vegetation contamination: Some parts of
the fleece you just have to throw away because
of the vegetation. If you don’t take it out at harvest time it will contaminate the whole clip.
Mixed grades: can ruin your end product.
Educate yourself to detect fine from coarse fiber.
Know what cashmere is and what cashgora is.
The first year clip is actually the hardest to
dehair. The micron count between the guard
hair and down is almost the same, plus the down
tips may be what the goat was born with and
may have very poor tencel strength, thus causing
breakage and noiling. Some producers shear off
the baby fleece in June for this reason. Keep the
baby fiber out of your other fiber.
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Summary

Your net return depends in part on your understanding of the Management, the Skirting
and Sorting of your cashmere harvest in order
to better meet the Processing Requirements for
cashmere.
The more understanding you can gain of
maintaining the general health of your goats,
how the cashmere grows on your goats, how to
correctly harvest the down and the processing of
cashmere fibers the more successful you will be
in your enterprise.
Learning the different pitfalls to avoid in
your clip, and a better idea of what your animals
produce the greater chance you have of producing quality cashmere products with less waste of
your time and money.
The need to place your fiber into as few of
grade lines as possible and the need for a quality
end produce have to be balanced.
This is why consistency in your herd is important. All of this will help to ensure a quality
return product in the end. ***

Great References
Australian Government, Rural Industries
Research and Development Corporation:
• Down Production on Cashmere Goats- Genetic Implications:
• https://rirdc.infoservices.com.au/downloads/04-027
Bruce McGregor – Goat Specialist Agriculture Victoria Australia:
• Increasing Cashmere Production with Improved Nutrition:
• http://www.acga.org.au/goatnotes/C007.
php
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• Softness Attributes of Australian Cashmere:
• http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/nreninf.
nsf/childdocs/-89E7A8DAFEA417624A2
568B30004C26A-137DAF9DA8A8FB47
CA256BC700811CDA-6229990E97971F
634A256DEA002786EE-91C701C793F4
38BDCA256C1A001B3BDC?open
Diana Blair – Going To The Sun Fiber Mill,
Montana, USA
• http://www.gttsfibermill.com/
Joe David Ross- Ross Ranch, Texas, USA
Karakan Cashmere – Australia:
• Investigation into the Basis of Down Production in Cashmere Goats and its Improvement by Genetic Means:
• http://www.cashmere.au.com/research/
index.html
The Cashmere Goat Registry, Washington
State, USA
• http://cashmeregoatregistry.blogspot.
com/
The Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations:
• Harvesting Of Textile Animal Fibres:
• http://www.fao.org/docrep/v9384e/
v9384e00.HTM
The Australian Cashmere Growers Association Ltd. (ACGA)
• http://www.acga.org.au/index.html
Northwest Cashmere Associstion
• http://northwestcashmere.blogspot.com/
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Tannery Farm

ashmeres
Cashmere Goats

Breeding Goats • Fleece
Meat Goats • Kids
Shirley Richardson
Michael Smith
173 Crystal Ave.
Danville, VT 05828
802-684-2293
tanneryfarm@gmail.com

Eastern
Cashmere Association
HOOFPRINTS

3

HPF Ichabod

PO Box 203

Pam Haendle
Bremen, Maine 04551
Tel: 207-529-5747

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION BUCK
BLF Homer

info@springtidefarm.com
Yvonne
Taylor

www.springtidefarm.com

STC Taemane

8 HOOFPRINTS

Hermit Pond Farm
Jane H. McKinney
Cashmere
Goats

SPRING GATE FARM
CASHMERE GOATS

Pam Haendle

10601 Merrill Road
Tel: (434)NY
990-9162
W. Edmeston,
13485

315-899-7792

Fax: (434) 990-0104
6675 Fredericksburg Road
Cell: (434) 531-8547
haendle@frontiernet.net
pamela.haendle@bnymellon.com
Barboursville, VA 22923
E-mail: springgte@aol.com

Eastern Cashmere Association 7
Cashmere “on the hoof”

Cashmere goat breeding stock &raw cashmere for sale
Wethered goats available for companions & brush control
The Leap Farm
Louise Scott & Joe Pasini
1003 Miller Farm Road
Staunton, VA 24401-6015

scott.pasini3@wildblue.net
540.887.8139

Eastern Cashmere Association
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Ea

Hatie Clingerman’s Crotched Earrings
Material:
• small amount of lace weight cashmere yarn
• size 00 crothce hook
• pair of earring wires.
Abbreviations:
• RS-right side
• Ch-chain
• Sc-single crotche
• Hdc-half double crotche
• dc-double crotche
When crotching I carry 2 strands of yarn.

Directions:
Chain 12, join with a slip stitch to form a ring.
Round 1. (RS) Ch 1, work ( 3 sc, 3 hdc, 6dc,
3hdc, 3 sc) into the ring. Slip stitch into first
sc to form a ring-18 sts.
Round 2. With RS facing, ch 1, sc into each of
the next 3 sc, 2hdc into each of the next 3 hdc,
2 dc into each of the next 6 dc, 2 hdc in each
of the next 3hdc, sc into each of the next 3 sc,
slip stitch in first sc to join.
Fasten off and weave in the ends. Attach to a
pair of earring wires.

continued from page 
State Fair of Virginia is allocating less funds
toward the ECA show and does have concerns
that many fiber show premiums are going to
Canadian competitors. For the first time, ECA
covered part of the cost of the judge in 2010.
Evaluating the premium dollars offered by the
fair, the space available, and the other amenities,
Jane advocated that the State Fair of Virginia is
still an excellent venue for the ECA show. Discussion ensued on ways to encourage the State
Fair of Virginia to retain the ECA show: remove
premiums on the fiber show, increase entry fees
for non-members.
Jimmy Perry moved to hold the ECA Annual
Meeting in Vermont in 2011, provided that the
facilities are suitable. Louise Scott seconded the
motion. Motion carried.
There were no Bylaw change suggestions offered for this annual meeting.
Results of the elections were announced.
Wendy Pieh, Anne Repaske, Jane McKinney,
and Katherine Harrison were re-elected.
Louise Scott moved to adjourn. Melissa
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Paulson seconded. Motion carried. Meeting adjourned at 5:55pm, to be followed by the Board
of Directors meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Katherine M Harrison

Wendy Pieh, Judge and “M”, Assistant
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Eastern Cashmere Association
Anne Repaske
570 Paddy’s Cove Lane
Star Tannery, VA 22654

[ Momma and her kid ]

